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1.Youth workers will increase
and broaden their expertise on
a personal level.

2. NGOs and other groups
funded by these organizations
will be well-protected and
learn how to fight against
abuse and/or cyber-attacks
on a societal level.
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1.LINKS Digital Sovereignty
Competences Framework

The LINKS project is an
Erasmus+ project that was
launched on March of 2022
and serves two purposes by
directly and actively
assisting youth workers in
the development and
enhancement of their digital
sovereignty and security
skills and competencies.

The Framework defines the
key components of
competences needed by
youth workers to effectively
integrate digital sovereignty
and security protocols into
their localized contexts.

2. LINKS online platform
and training material on
Digital Sovereignty
Competences

The training material will
provide youth workers with a
package of digital learning
resources designed based
onthe concept of micro-
learning: short and coherent
learning nuggets delivered in
multimedia formats aiming
topromote blended learning
methodologies.
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We are delighted to share that
the development of the LINKS
online platform and its
comprehensive training
materials on Digital
Sovereignty Competences is
nearly complete. This cutting-
edge platform, poised to
launch soon, will offer a range
of interactive learning
modules and resources
tailored to enhance digital
sovereignty skills. 
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Designed for a european
audience, the platform will
support multiple languages,
ensuring wide accessibility
and promoting digital
independence in our
interconnected world. Stay
tuned for the imminent
launch of this vital
educational resource.

Stay tuned for
LINKS Platfrom
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